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Abstract: 
Thank God the Lord of the great Quran and may peace and prays be 

upon our Master Mohammed the orphan and his followers who owns the right 
and wisdom. The Quran is the cure of every sick person ,and  through out 

 



   
studying it s verses, the secrets of the most merciful and greatest become 
clear.  

So , the researcher will go into its deepest sea and extract whatever it is 
precious and accurate by depending on those preceded us of the scientists and 
the owners of the perfect wisdom . So , for all that we choose this research 
which deals with the verse ( what agents of you Lord deny ) . I called it ( the 
spirit and the basil in repeating  what agents of your Lord deny  by the way 
I had called it  Miracles and the statement. Then , I decide to study this verse 
in its repeating among verses . Then , I decide to study this verse extensively 
by collecting what the scientists had mentioned in their explanation and the 
causes and benefits of the repeating . 

I find no one who could give the subject its right from all its dimensions in 
explanation and rhetoric and the different opinions of those scientists  God be 
mercy of their souls  and explain it for those who are interested in Quran and 
its science , by showing the interest of our scientists in the great Quran and its 
rhetoric and the grammatical Miracles and the sober style that the reader cannot 
feel of any boredom or monotony because of the repeating . Finally , I ask God 
for in all of that the success and rectitude.  
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